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All data on this technical data sheet is indicative only

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS RADIATOR STOP LEAK

TEST UNIT VALUE

Appearance White suspension

Density @ 15 °C kg/l ca 1.001

Freezing point ca 0 (zero)

pH Undiluted ca 7.8

RADIATOR 
STOP LEAK
CLEANSES ALL AUTOMOTIVE COOLING SYSTEMS

ACID FREE RADIATOR CLEANER
This product is specifically developed to prevent and stop 
small leaks in the radiator, cooling and heating system. 
It also stops head gasket leaks. With its anti-corrosive 
properties, it protects against rust and corrosion. The-
refore, it will not harm rubbers hoses, gaskets or other 
system components. This product is compatible with 
all anti-freeze and coolants, also coolants with organic 
acid technology (OAT). This stop leak prevents clogging of 
radiator waterways and temperature sensors.
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Product information
“People buy this product because they 
want to stop leaks in the radiator”

CATEGORY
 N Car additive Radiator Stop Leak

MAIN BENEFITS
 N Prevents and stops small leakages in 
radiator, cooling and heating systems

 N Stops head gasket leaks
 N Compatible with all anti-freezes and cool-
ants, also OAT

 N Avoids clogging of radiator waterways 
and temperature sensors

 N Enhanced protection against rust and 
corrosion

AVAILABLE PACKAGING
 N 300 ML

TDS-323000101-Radiator Stop Leak-EN

HOW TO USE?
The Dyade Radiator Clean can be used in all ‘water’ cooled petrol and diesel engines when 
the cooling liquid needs to be changed. Please follow manufacturor’s instructions and 
recommendations. To increase performance, first replace the old coolant with water, and 
then add apply Dyade Radiator Clean. Shake the bottle well and add Radiator Clean to the 
cooling system via the expansion tank when part of the system circuit (two hoses: out and 
return), or directly into the radiator when a single hose overflow tank is fitted. Warm up 
the engine with the heater control in HOT position. Let the engine run idle for 10 minutes 
with the heater still in HOT position. Stop the engine and allow to cool! Open the drain valve 
and empty the system. With the system still open, flush with water until it is clear, close 
the system and refill with the coolant. 1 Bottle of Radiator Clean of 300ml will be sufficient 
for cooling systems of 5 to 12 litres. Dyade Radiator Clean can be used in combination with 
Dyade Radiator Stop Leak to prevent leakage.
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